
Where the hell is Chitina? aka Fishin' the Copper River for Reds
 
Swiriling sand,
The Master.
Showing no concern,
Sneaking past my guard
Hitting me with my own irritation.

Damn it,
I feel exposed
And no matter what is offered,
You strike back.
I admire your persistence,

I've  tried to accept you,
Let you flow through me,
But you blasted through and found,
My weakness,
And made me aware.

It's five till eight…
The evening coolness
Bears down the canyon
Sweeping the river.
The fishermen waiting, impatient.

Someone defies the hour,
And as if released from the starting block,
The dip-netters approach the water,
To begin hours of 
Sweeping in endless arcs.

Searching, searching,
But the reds are not there
There's been no rain upriver,
The rush of anticipation wanes,
Melancholy sweeps the river,

The nets dip, fishermen strain,
Back and shoulders tire.
While the wind and sand
Play tag
Along the miles of streambed.

Everybody watches, there's joking…
Somewhere coffee's made, a beer top snaps,



We pass the time, 
Encouraging the fishermen,
To sweep, sweep.

The Alaskan summer sun has now set,
But the light lingers
And already they tire,
Take their breaks,
Get out of the wind.

Anything now for a fish,
Someone calls to the fish
Like calling in the hogs,
"Here fishy! Here fishy, fishy!"
Others evoke the spirit.

Eagles watch overhead as empty nets
Sweep the currents, 
Fighting the currents,
Fishermen on banks and mid-stream,
Straining, sweeping.

It's a circus, an Alaska circus.
Orientals and Alaskan Natives 
Drag the waters,
Along with old-timers,  military,
Miners and businessmen.

Everybody's there,
Everybody's got an even chance,
For the brass ring.
As long as the dip-nets reach out
And sweep the river,

Fishermen tethered to their rigs,
Watch the turpid river 
Flowing swiftly before them
And everybody reaches out
For the brass ring.

Gradually the dawn lengthens,
The fisherman catch sleep by bits
In campers, front seats, billowing tents,
The moon, wind and sand take their turn
At sweeping the river.



The morning warmth returns,
Hands cradle cups of coffee,
Cigarettes ease the frustration,
Only four fish in twelve hours,
And we're among the lucky.

All day more people,
Winnebagos, vans and 3-wheelers.
People come to check it out,
But the fish don't come,
No matter how we sweetly we entice.

The wind makes rooster tails 
Against the current. 
The sand blasts my cheek.
And yet we wait it out…
Watching the ravens and eagles sweep the current.

Hours pass,
Rumors spread
Any minute now, 
The run should start.
And through it all, the sweeping.

This year the run's slow,
It gets late
The weekend's over,
The fishermen leave
With sand chasing their cars.

We've left the river but still 
You're with me,
My hair and body wear you,
You're in my clothes
And whenever I feel this closeness,
The memories rush back...


